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The third Charleston Junior League cookbook reveals more secrets of the city's legendary

hospitality.
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I use this book almost exclusively when making munchies for parties and gatherings. There hasn't

been a single time that I've cooked from this collection that someone hasn't asked me if I could give

them a copy of the recipe for a dish. I also have a gaggle of vegetarian friends, and this book is

chock-full of veggie-friendly recipes, which makes everyone happy.I have dozens of cookbooks, but

this one is, by far, my favorite.

The Party Recipes from the Charleston Junior League is my favorite cookbook. Of all the cookbooks

I own I always buy the ones that have lots of pictures. I usually like to see what it looks like first

before I make anything. This cookbook was the exception, as it does not have pictures of the food. I

looked through the cookbook and saw at least 30 recipes that I knew I wanted to make. I couldn't

put it down because there is such a collection of recipes that I always wanted to try. Whenever I

need a recipe for a party or gathering, this cookbook is the first one that I pick up. When I make

something from this book for a party, I get asked for the recipes. They are a big hit with others as

well.I like the short comments with each recipe from the recipe contributor. I especially like the spiral

binding as the book stays flat on the table while you are using it. This book has a good sampling of



classic Charleston recipes to enjoy with family and friends.Recipe categories in the

book:Accouterments: Nuts, Nibbles, and BeveragesCold Dips and SpreadsHot Dips and

SpreadsCold Hors d'OeuvresHot Hors d'OeuvresLowcountry Shrimp, Crab, and other

SeafoodsSouthwestern FavoritesSandwiches and Baked SavoriesSit-Down StartersCookies,

Cakes, and Confections for the Buffet Table

My mother swears by all the Junior League Cookbooks which she always relies on for parties and

gatherings. This was one of the first of many I tried!!!! Filled with endless choices of creative and

easy to prepare starters including cold and hot plates and some ample first courses such as shirimp,

crab cakes, cheesecakes, quiches and more--All the ingredients are easy to find and common to

most well stocked pantries- so you always can find something at the last minute to prepare!! Also,

many of these receipes can be made in even less time if you use pre-chopped veggies,pre-cut

meats, etc.The only thing I am not crazy about is that many of the dips and cold startes use

commercial cream cheese, sour cream or similar products to create the base of the receipe--just

doesn't seem to heart healthy to me...But none the less, they are all yummy in the end if you don't

focus on that.Whether for work gathering, faimly and friends you will be cetain to find one or many

starter you can rely on again and again for stress free entertaining!

This is by far the best hors d'oeuvres recipe book I've come across. I use it time and again. And like

it so much I've given it as gifts many times over!

This is one of my favorite cookbooks, purchased several years before I moved to Charleston. The

spiral binding makes the book easy to consult while cooking. Every dish I have made has worked

out better than expected, and people ask me for the recipes. Elizabeth Connor

I'm always looking for hors d'oeuvres recipes, so I bought this book sight unseen and am sure glad I

did. What a collection! And the ones I've tried have been great. Don't hesitate--buy it!

This cookbook is one of my favorites! So many delicious recipes for mainly appetizers and desserts!

I love it so much that I have given it as gifts to many of my family and friends. Highly recommended!

This is geared towards party recipes--- from drinks to demitast soup to finger deserts to all kinds of

dips and snack mixes.Many will find here the ole reliables, and as I can determine, just about all of



them--from Party Mix fame to Wassail to many ways of serving crab and shrimp dip.I particularly am

attracted to the unusual, and there is plenty of that here. I enjoy such as Escargots A La San Diego,

Goat Cheese Tortillas, and Papaya Stuffed with Curried Crab.This will assist those looking for some

easy but delicious things to serve the party guests that will bring raves.
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